MANAGEMENT (MGMT)

MGMT 501: Behavioral Science in Business
3 Credits
Application of behavioral science concepts and analytical methods to problems in business organizations. Analysis of administrative behavior and decision making.

MGMT 507: Positive Organizational Behavior and Wellbeing
3 Credits
Exploration of positive organizational behavior and wellbeing concepts for developing the "human sustainability" factor in organizations.

MGMT 520: Team Facilitation
2 Credits
To gain an in-depth understanding of team dynamics and develop skills for facilitating teams to achieve effective performance.

MGMT 528: Seminar in Organizational Behavior
3 Credits
Current theoretical and research issues applicable to the study of individual and group behavior within organizational settings.

MGMT 534: Leadership and Change in Organizations
2 Credits
Understanding yourself as a leader, particularly as a leader in organizations and especially a leader of organizations undergoing change. MGMT 534 Leadership and Change in Organizations (2)This course mixes concept with practical, workable knowledge. We will focus on how you think about leadership, how things get done, and how things might be improved in organizations. This is the course that will allow you to discover, consider, and alter your leadership tendencies and values. Self-management is the major emphasis. Another is learning to lead organizations and the people in them humanely. It is also a course that will allow you to see the differing viewpoints and perspectives of your peers concerning many leadership and organizational issues.

MGMT 535: The Upper Echelons Perspective: Theory and Research
3 Credits
To learn to evaluate and conduct research on top executives and their influence on organizational strategy, structure and performance.
Prerequisite: admission to a doctoral program at PSU

MGMT 538: Seminar in Organization Theory
3 Credits
Current theoretical and research issues applicable to the study of design and management of complex organizations.

MGMT 539: Seminar in Organizational Social Networks
3 Credits
Learn theory, concepts and methods for research on organizational social networks. MGMT 539 Seminar in Organizational Social Networks (3) This course familiarizes doctoral students with the theory, research and methodological issues connected with social network analysis in organizational contexts. The course encompasses topics from the micro level (e.g., cognition and networks) to the macro level (e.g., interorganizational networks) and introduces a range of network ideas concerned with centrality, structural holes, embeddedness, and social capital. Class periods will consist mainly of focused discussion of academic papers, but will also include discussion of data analysis exercises, and student presentations. Upon completion of the course, students should have a good grasp of social network concepts and methods and be able to use them to conduct research. The course requirements include participation in discussion, the completion of data analysis exercises, and the writing of a research paper. The course is designed for 15 students and is likely to be offered once every two years.
Prerequisite: admission to a doctoral program at PSU

MGMT 551: Growth and Innovation Strategy
2 Credits
Identify opportunities for growth and profitability through technological and organizational innovations and market independently or with strategic partners.
Prerequisite: B A 571

MGMT 565: Power and Influence
2 Credits
Provides a pragmatic and ethical framework for analyzing the sources of power in organizations and its effective use. MGMT 565 Power and Influence (2) Power and politics are ever-present and necessary features of organizational life. Without them, much of what gets done in organizations could never be accomplished. However, power can also be abused, and personal or political goals can overshadow organizational ones. This course provides a framework for intelligently analyzing the sources of power in organizations, and the circumstances that lead to its attainment and effective use. It also offers a framework for evaluating political behaviors on both pragmatic and ethical grounds.

MGMT 578: Seminar in Corporate Strategy
3 Credits
Current theoretical and research issues applicable to the study of corporate strategy formulation and implementation.

MGMT 590: Colloquium
1-3 Credits/Maximum of 3
Continuing seminars which consist of a series of individual lectures by faculty, students, or outside speakers.
MGMT 591: Organizational Research Design
3 Credits
Experience in designing research for organizational science, to maximize the validity of eventual conclusions; methodological choices, constraints, and compromises (tradesoffs).

**Prerequisite:** admission to a doctoral program at Penn State; graduate-level statistics (linear model) course (e.g., STAT 501: Applied Regression Analysis).

MGMT 592: Qualitative Research Methods
3 Credits
This course provides students with an introduction to and experience with qualitative research methods employed in organizational contexts.

**Prerequisite:** admission to a doctoral program at Penn State

MGMT 596: Individual Studies
1-9 Credits/Maximum of 9
Creative projects, including nonthesis research, which are supervised on an individual basis and which fall outside the scope of formal courses.

MGMT 597: Special Topics
1-9 Credits/Maximum of 9
Creative projects, including nonthesis research, which are supervised on an individual basis and which fall outside the scope of formal courses.

**Prerequisite:** acceptance in established exchange program

International Cultures (IL)

MGMT 600: Thesis Research
1-15 Credits/Maximum of 999
No description.

MGMT 601: Ph.D. Dissertation Full-Time
0 Credits/Maximum of 999
NO DESCRIPTION.

MGMT 610: Thesis Research Off Campus
1-15 Credits/Maximum of 999
No description.

MGMT 811: Sustainability Strategy Development
3 Credits

MGMT 811 Sustainability Strategy Development covers intermediate to advanced content for integrating sustainability into core business by identifying and managing the environmental and social impacts of a business in order to drive profitability, reduce risk, and for long-term value creation. This course provides students with knowledge, concepts, and practical tools for developing a strategic sustainability strategy and measuring financial, environmental, and social returns. Course content focuses on: (1) an exploration of "sustainability" and what it means to business regarding changes to the regulatory, consumer, competitive landscape; (2) analysis of international differences across Europe, Asia, Africa, the Americas and beyond; (3) strategy development including external and internal analysis, employee engagement, governance, and ensuring sustainability is "built in, not bolted on"; and (4) the latest business models and sustainable design solutions to drive business value and environmental/social performance.

**Prerequisite:** BA 805

MGMT 821: Complex Negotiations
1-3 Credits/Maximum of 3
The purpose of this course is to understand the theory and practice of negotiation in a variety of settings, with specific emphasis on multiparty contexts. A basic premise of the course is that while a manager needs analytical skills to discover optimal solutions to problems, a broad array of negotiation skills and an understanding of multiparty dynamics are needed in order for these solutions to be accepted and implemented. The course will allow students to develop these skills experientially and to understand negotiation in useful analytical frameworks. This course will give students an overview of the unique challenges and intricacies associated with multiparty negotiation, providing an opportunity to understand and develop applied skills regarding (a) the formulation of strategy and tactics before, during, and after a negotiation, and (b) third-party intervention in multiparty negotiation. Students will learn the structural and social characteristics of multiparty negotiation and develop techniques for managing its complexity.

**Prerequisite:** BA 805

MGMT 823: Organizational Change: Theory and Practice
3 Credits
The primary purpose of MGMT 823 is to provide students with an overview of current theory and practice in organizational change and development. The primary aim of organizational development is to enhance organizational performance by improving the fit between individuals and the organization, as well as between the organization and its environment, all amidst ever-changing surroundings. This course will discuss current theories, models, research, techniques, and approaches to organizational change as well as the implications of change for organizational transformation and reconceptualization of management philosophies, principles, practices, and behavior that leads to high performance. The application of management and leadership skills required to manage change are of primary interest in contemporary organizations and is the main focus of this course.
MGMT 831: Strategy Implementation and Organizational Change

2-3 Credits

This course addresses the managerial challenge of strategy implementation, particularly by examining the organizational elements that must be drawn into line to support a strategy, as well as the immense difficulties of changing an organization. As such, the course relies on two overarching frameworks. The first is a model of organizational alignment; the second is a model for managing the change process. The course will emphasize application and practice, primarily by the use of cases. Students will be asked, class after class, to take the position of a senior manager or an adviser to a manager, and develop answers to questions like these: What¿s the real problem here? How are the elements of the problem interconnected? What should be done? How, specifically, should we go about it? Strategy Implementation and Organizational Change will be relevant for a broad array of students, including those hoping to be managers, consultants, investors, and entrepreneurs. Because the course focuses on changing entire organizations (rather than small parts of organizations), we will be primarily taking the point of view of senior managers. However, our frameworks and tools, and the skills students will develop, will be useful early in their careers, as they face the need to manage change in their own subunits, as well as the need to comprehend and contribute to firm-wide changes.

MGMT 841: Human Resource Management

3 Credits

Human Resources Management (HRM) includes evaluating the internal and external environments of an organization, assessing work and work outcomes, and acquiring, training, developing, and compensating employees. In addition, HRM includes labor-management relations, human resource information systems, and international HRM. All managers are responsible for HR practices and managing the employment relationship in organizations, and for the impact of their HRM activities. The primary objective of this course is to investigate how managers might identify, engage in, and evaluate effective Human Resources practices. In addition, the roles and practices of the HR professional are examined.

Prerequisite: ACCT 501

MGMT 861: Global Strategy and Organization

2 Credits

This course focuses on the "strategic" challenges facing the multinational firm. The types of questions that we address are: Why do firms go abroad? What differentiates a "global" from a "multi-domestic" industry? What are the sources of competitive advantage in a global context? Why and when do/should companies engage in cross-border strategic alliances? What are the associated risks and how to guard against them? What potential roles can foreign subsidiaries play in an MNC's global strategy? How do companies choose an optimal global structure? How do companies ensure coordination between the center and the subsidiaries and among subsidiaries? How do companies manage strategic change from one type of global strategy to another?

Prerequisite: second year of MBA Program or graduate status in another program

MGMT 871: Strategic Management

3 Credits

This capstone course for the M.B.A. is meant to broaden the students' orientation, giving them the perspective of top management. This is accomplished by integrating information from many functional areas such as marketing, accounting, finance, and management, and providing a "big picture" strategic approach to the business environment. The course is meant to be a "value added" experience, and not just a review of what has been learned in the program to date.

Prerequisite: MGMT 501, ACCTG 811, BUSAD 523, MBADM 820, BA 800, BA 810 Recommended Preparations: Student must complete a minimum of 27 credits, including Foundation courses.

MGMT 873: Corporate Innovation Strategies

3 Credits

The goal of this course is to enable students to improve their understanding of managing and leading in changing environments. Students will study approaches to change, including resistance, learning, innovation, resilience, sustainability, and adaptation.

Prerequisite: MGMT 501

MGMT 880: Business Transformation Consulting

1-3 Credits

This course provides an understanding of key issues, concepts, and methodologies associated with business transformation and management consulting. It introduces students to the professional services industry, industry best practices, and a variety of client contexts where advisory services are needed. Additionally, students will learn common consulting methods and how to apply them in client organizations. A consulting-oriented solution development lifecycle is used as the organizing framework of the course. The primary phases of this framework include: client qualification/validation, problem identification, data gathering, requirements definition, project planning, solution design, solution development, solution implementation, and client relationship management. Students will learn to how to identify and define organization problems, highlight pain points, map work flows, explore business models, investigate strategic alignment, develop recommendations, present business cases, and prototype solutions. The course will also enable students to learn how to advise clients and present key points and recommendations in a direct, clear, and compelling manner. The course objective is to provide students with consultative methods, skills, and tools essential to facilitating organizational change. It is designed around real-world problems and projects involving organizational assessment, solution development, and implementation planning. Students will be assigned to a consulting team. Each consulting team will be assigned to work with a corporate client to address a real-world business problem. Students will learn how to work proactively with key stakeholders to identify and understand the choices, risks, and benefits of particular solution alternatives, prepare project proposals, develop a plan to support the needed changes, and assess the effectiveness of business transformation efforts. Depending on the project, the recommended solution may be prototyped or fully developed during the course.